Agonist-mediated airway challenge: cardiopulmonary interactions modulate gas exchange and recovery.
Diverse agonists used for airway challenges produce a stereotypic sequence of immediate functional responses (e.g., bronchoconstriction, gas trapping, hypoxemia, etc.) at the time such reactions are triggered. The reaction incorporates both pulmonary and cardiac changes that clearly interact in an orchestrated fashion taking the subject (or animal model) through the response generally to ultimate recovery. We hypothesize that despite differences in the initiation of the response, diverse airway provocations lead to a cascade of events that converge through a common physiologic pathway. To better understand the sequence of events and the counterbalanced cardiopulmonary responses, we examined histamine, methacholine, and ovalbumin (OVA) challenges in the awake guinea pig model and assessed ventilatory and breathing mechanics in the context of associated cardiac parameters. With the histamine response as the prototype, we evaluated the role of beta-adrenoreceptors using propranolol (1.0-10 mg/kg i.p.) and found that beta-adrenoreceptors are critical in reducing challenge-induced gas trapping in the lungs. The disposition of the circulatory response to agonist challenge (the OVA model) was reflected in a significant absolute shunting of blood through poorly ventilated regions of the lung. The methacholine challenge revealed that gasping enhanced lung inflation and reversed the diminished Pa(O2). Moreover, beta-sympathetic function was critical to recovery. Collectively, the response profiles of these disparate models of airway challenge suggest a highly integrated balance to maintain gas exchange among the pulmonary airways and vasculature, modulated in recovery by beta-adrenoreceptors.